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       Censure is a limp noodle across the wrist of the president. I think the
way we vote on the articles will express the way we feel stronger than
any censure vote. 
~Larry Craig

Agreements are always the product of time and place. 
~Larry Craig

Flag desecration is not a constitutional issue for the courts. It is a
political one that belongs to the people. 
~Larry Craig

Consumers are increasingly feeling that they are being taken for a ride. 
~Larry Craig

The simple truth is, the short-term solution is for the FDA to allow more
importation of safe vaccines from other nations. But the long-term
solution is to get more vaccine production within the U.S. 
~Larry Craig

(I have) a wide stance when going to the bathroom. 
~Larry Craig

I am not gay. I never have been gay. 
~Larry Craig

I am not gay. I don't do these kinds of things. 
~Larry Craig

Every 13 seconds in America someone uses a gun - not to kill
someone, but to stop a crime. 
~Larry Craig

It is unacceptable to risk the lives of American soldiers and sailors
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merely to accommodate the sexual lifestyles of certain individuals. 
~Larry Craig

We do not take away the powers of surveillance. We do not take away
the right and the power of the government to go after those who would
do us wrong. 
~Larry Craig

It's not terribly fun defending you (oil companies), but I do. 
~Larry Craig

This bill says go after the criminal, don't go after the law-abiding gun
manufacturer or the law-abiding gun seller. 
~Larry Craig
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